


TRAIN THE TRAINER QUALIFICATION ON FLIGHT, 
MIGRATION AND THE ENVIRONMENT

FROM JUNE TO DECEMBER 2016 IN NRW 
Call for Applications for the BUNDjugend NRW

What is it about?
Flight continues to be a central issue and a big challenge in Germany, Europe and worldwide. In view 
of strengthened right-wing movements, daily attacks on asylum centers and an increasing 
stigmatization of refugees it is more urgent than ever to deal with the issues of migration, asylum and 
flight as well as with its causes. For this, well trained (both in regard to content and didactically) 
people of diverse backgrounds are needed to promote a multiperspective and deep understanding of 
the topic as well as empathy and knowledge about global interrelations. Causes of migration, flight 
and asylum are often deficiently dealt with in the formal and non-formal education area. The demand 
for qualified trainers – above all with personal experiences of flight and migration – is high and that's 
why you are needed:

Do you want to be trained and become active as a trainer 
on issues like flight, migration and the environment?
Apply for the train the trainer qualification for  people with and without experiences of flight. By 
means of the training the BUNDjugend seeks to qualify committed people from June to December for 
the realization of educational workshops on topics like flight, migration, racism, solidarity and the 
environment. 
For this purpose, the qualification provides basic knowledge on asylum law and politics, global 
migration movements and its causes. It deals with the functioning and effects of racism, conveys 
methods of global learning and education for sustainable development as well as on rhetoric, 
pedagogy, didactic and the conception of educational workshops. 

Along with the content, the common learning process and coming together are paramount. The 
intensive group process and the exchange of people with and without migration history create a 
unique space for personal development and collective learning

In addition to the project manager there will be one or two facilitators respectively being in charge for
the qualification. The training langage is probably German, yet depends on the applicants. Partially or 
maybe completely English will be used as training language, too.

BUNDjugend
The BUNDjugend is the independent youth organization of the BUND (Bund für Umwelt und 
Naturschutz Deutschland) and takes part of the international network Young Friends of the Earth 
(YfoE). Via campaigns, protest actions and projects the BUNDjugend fights for the environment, global 
justice and a solidary society.
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What can you expect?
– personal and professional development
– work shadowing and realization of non-formal workshops and projects in schools on a 

freelance basis for the BUNDjugend (optional)
– collaboration in a team of young people from different areas and backgrounds
– possibility to develop, organize and execute a workshop – alone or in a team with support of 

the BUNDjugend
– Successfully completing the training all participants will receive a certificate of being a 

“facilitator in political education on flight, migration and the environment“

Dates / Extent
The qualification comprises 5 modules of 20 lessons each (from Friday 5:00 pm till Sunday 3:00 pm) as
well as a meeting for evaluation at the end. Besides, there is the option and recommendation to work 
shadowing and the realization of own workshops with support of the BUNDjugend. The dates were 
deliberately chosen in such a way to prevent any overlapping with Ramadan.

Module 1: June 03 – 05, 2016 | Asylum politics and law | Hof Fahrenscheidt, Velbert-Langenberg

Module 2: July 08 – 10, 2016 | Causes of flight & global interrelations | Haus Sonnenberg, Odenthal

Module 3: July 20 – 22, 2016 | Anti-racism-training | Haus Sonnenberg, Odenthal

Module 4: October 07 – 09, 2016 | Methods of political education | Marienhof Hagen

Module 5: October 21 – 23. 2016 | Conception & planning of proper projects & workshops | Duisburg 

Workshops in associations and schools: August – December 2016

Evaluation meeting: December 10, 2016 (presumedly)

What happens after the qualification?

After the training you have the possibility to apply what you have learned and to gather initial 
experiences in political education on the range of topics – by means of a proven concept for 
workshops in schools or with a workshop developed on your own – be it on international sustainable 
cooking, climate migration, urban gardening or something else.

- Work shadowing in schools with experienced facilitators 
- Assistance of a mentor
- Execution of workshops on a freelance basis
- Possibility to organize your own workshops with support from the BUNDjugend
- Evaluation for contend-related, methodical and didactic exchange, reflection & future perspectives 

Costs / Participant fee
80 Euro

The qualification is free for asylum seekers, refugees and illegalized migrants.

Travel expenses (public transport. 2nd class in NRW), alimentation and housing (in multi-bed rooms in 
houses with self-catering) are included and will be refunded to you.
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Application requirements
Please check if you fulfill the following criteria in order to be selected for the qualification:

– You have a good command of German and English (at least B1 level for both)
– You are ready for an exciting learning experience in a diverse group
– You are interested in political and social issues
– You like to work in groups and in a team
– You can guarantee the complete participation in all modules
– If you already have experience in facilitating workshops, this will be of advantage 

We welcome applications from persons independent of cultural and social background, migration 
history, religion, ascribed disability or sexual identity. We especially look forward to receive 
applications from persons with personal experiences of flight.

How to apply
You are interested? Then apply via the online application form on our homepage:
www.bundjugend-nrw.de/multi-schulung-flucht

Contact
Felix Becker

Phone: 02921 346944 | Email: felix.becker@bundjugend-nrw.de

BUNDjugend NRW

Paradieser Weg 19

59494 Soest
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